
demonstrates very clearly how
pups not only benefit from
demanding siblings but suffer
a direct cost from their absence.
With mortality typically high in
young mammals, weight gain is
critical for survival. Noise is good
but begging is costly: for a banded
mongoose, the more demanding
your brothers and sisters are, the
better.

Brothers and sisters working
together to get the most out of
their adult relatives? It has an
unconvincing ring to it, mainly
because in such circumstances we
expect that natural selection would
strongly favour a relatively quiet
pup that exploited the begging
of its littermates to avoid the cost
of begging itself, a so-called
‘free-loader’. Clearly, silence hasn’t
been a very successful strategy in
banded mongoose pups, so how is
begging maintained by selection?
The problem disappears when the
direct fitness consequences of
the behaviour are considered.
Although escorts respond to the
total begging intensity of the littler,
the study by Bell [1] presents
evidence that they also adjust their
provisioning rate in response to the
begging intensity of their own

follower pup — for pups that
begged a lot, the size of the group
made no difference to the amount
they were provisioned. Begging,
thus, provides a clear benefit to
pups, by ensuring a steady supply
of food items from an adult.

Banded mongooses resemble
most other species that raise litters
or clutches in that there are
obvious direct benefits to begging.
What makes banded mongooses
special is that persistent,
demanding begging does not
deprive siblings of food. In fact, we
can in this case describe begging
most accurately as mutually
beneficial because it increases the
fitness of both beggars and their
siblings [3]. Is it fair to say then,
that begging is cooperative? Not
necessarily, unless it could be
demonstrated that the benefit
provided to others contributes to
selection for the observed begging
intensity [3,4]. There are, however,
several reasons why begging in
banded mongooses is likely to be
cooperative. Littermates may
include genetically related
individuals, so there is potential
for kin selected benefits [5]. In
addition, increasing the survival
rates of littermates will result in

larger group sizes in adulthood
and thus more escorts to share
the load in the future [6,7].
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Molecular Motors: A Tale of Two
Filaments

Cargos that are transported along actin frequently switch filaments.
New work on single myosin V motors provides insight into this switching
and its regulation, as well as revealing that myosin V diffuses on
microtubules.
Steven P. Gross

Cytoskeletal transport involves
combinations of actin filaments
and myosin motors, as well as
microtubules and microtubule
motors. Such transport is essential
for the creation and maintenance
of cell organization; failed transport
is implicated in neurodegeneration
and other diseases. A significant
amount of work has studied the
movement of single molecular
motors along isolated filaments,
but how the system of motors
and filaments combine to result in
effective transport is largely
unexplored. In order to use
single-molecule findings to
understand transport in vivo, we
must clarify what happens at
filament–filament intersections.
A new study [1] shows that single
myosin V motors can navigate
intersections, with some surprises,
and a second new study [2]
provides insight into how this
navigation occurs.

There are two classes of
filament–filament intersections:
actin–actin and actin–microtubule.
In vivo, many individual cargos
carry both myosin V (which
moves along actin) and kinesin
and dynein (which move towards
the plus- and minus-ends of
microtubules, respectively) [3,4].
Thus, in principle at any given
filament crossing, a cargo might be
able to move along either filament.

Past work, in the melanophore
(pigment granule) system has
provided clues about events at
intersections. Melanophores are
cells found in the skin of fish and
frogs [5], allowing the animal to
change color by dispersing or
aggregating pigment. Dispersion
involves the transport of pigment
granules first along microtubules,
and then along actin; the reverse
process operates for aggregation
(Figure 1). For uniform dispersion,
granules probably move along
multiple actin filaments after they
have left the microtubules.
Conversely, for aggregation,
granules may switch between
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Figure 1. In vivo, cargos can switch from transport along microtubules to transport
along actin, and also from one actin filament to another.

Left: Dispersing pigment granules (1) move out on microtubules, then switch to actin
(2). Right: aggregating granules are initially transported on actin filaments (1), and
switch frequently between actin filaments (2) until finding a microtubule, which then
transports them towards the cell center (3). (+ and 2 denote the plus and minus
ends of microtubules.)
multiple actin filaments before
ultimately finding a microtubule
‘highway’ to take them to the cell
center. Thus, a typical sequence
of filaments employed by a cargo
during dispersion would be
microtubule–actin–actin, and
conversely during aggregation
it might be actin–actin–actin–
microtubule.

Interestingly, for actin–actin
intersections, these previous
studies showed that cargo
behavior is regulated: when
granules are dispersing they ignore
actin–actin intersections and move
to the end of actin filaments.
However, during aggregation, they
have approximately a 50% chance
of switching between intersecting
filaments [6]. Until the recent
work by Ali et al. [1], the origin of
this 50% switching probability
had been unclear, but was
hypothesized to involve two
independent myosin V motors
(Figure 2A).

Ali et al. [1] labeled single
myosin V motors with quantum
dots, and their motion was
observed at actin–actin
intersections (Figure 2C).
Unexpectedly, individual motors
were frequently observed to
switch from one filament to
another — approximately 50% of
the motors switched, while only
15% of the motors ‘stepped over’
the crossing filament (the other
35% paused at the intersection,
and eventually fell off both
filaments). Given the small
diameter of an actin filament (about
7 nm) and the large step-size of
a myosin V motor (individual heads
advance 74 nm in each step), one
would naively expect that a myosin
V could easily step over the second
filament. Thus, this frequent
switching was surprising.
However, Ali et al. [1] develop
a simple structural model that
assumes that all myosin V binding
sites on the actin filament are
equally attractive to the advancing
head and find that there are
roughly four times as many
available sites (within the head’s
reach) on the crossing filament as
on the initial filament. This finding is
consistent with the 4:1 ratio
(50%:15%) of switching and
stepping over observed in the
experiments.

This model treats all available
binding sites equally; implicit is the
proposition that the advancing
head is not necessarily moving in
a linear manner along the direction
of travel as previously proposed
[7] (Model M2 in Figure 2D), but
instead also does some lateral
exploring (Model M1 in Figure 2D).
Another recent study, by Dunn and
Spudich [2], supports this lateral
exploring model. These authors
attached a 40 nm diameter gold
nanoparticle to the myosin V lever
arm and used the scattered light
from the nanoparticle to detect
the position of the head with high
temporal and spatial resolution.
The experiments revealed that the
74 nm advance of the head
included a 49 nm substep in which
only one head remains bound to
the actin filament. During this
substep, the advancing head
appears to act as a tethered bead,
exploring all areas of space it can
reach.

From these two studies, then,
a nice single-molecule picture
emerges: because the advancing
head is on a very flexible linkage,
and undergoes a rapid diffusional
search to find its next binding site,
it is able to navigate actin–actin
intersections — sometimes it steps
over, but more frequently, it finds
one of the numerous binding sites
on the crossing filament, and
switches filaments. This picture is
appealing at the single-molecule
level, but a number of questions
remain.

First, the in vivo studies
described above [6] show that the
events at intersections can be
regulated by the cell. We know of
two likely mechanisms that could
contribute to changing the
outcome of events at intersections.
The in vivo work [6] proposed that
changing the number of engaged
motors could alter what occurs at
intersections (compare Figure 2A
with 2B), consistent with the
observed changes in the number
of myosin V motors bound to the
cargos [8]. This idea of motor
number affecting function at
intersections is experimentally
supported in vitro, in a study of
cargos driven by kinesin [9]. So,
regulation of the number of
engaged motors may alter events
at intersections. However, the
Dunn and Spudich work [2] offers
a new possibility: the presence or
absence of a light chain can alter
the amount of time spent in the
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‘one-head-bound’ intermediate;
this change in search time could
alter how many of the sites the
advancing head ‘sees’. Myosin V
can employ a variety of light
chains, suggesting that use of
different light chains could alter
the quantitative details of function
at intersections [2]. Future
single-molecule experiments like
those done by Ali et al. [1], but
using different light chains, will
be important in investigating
this possibility. Ultimately,
understanding how to combine
these single-molecule effects with
changes in the number of motors
will probably be a job for theoretical
descriptions of the system.

So far, I have focused on
actin–actin intersections. What
happens at actin–microtubule
intersections? Such cargo
transfers occur during
mitochondrial motion,
endocytosis, and pigment granule
aggregation. Until the Ali et al.
paper [1], little was known about
the transfer of cargo from actin to
microtubules. Surprisingly, they
found that individual myosin V
motors can switch from actin
filaments to microtubules, and then
diffuse along the microtubule. This
was entirely unexpected: although
myosin V had been reported to
bind to microtubules through its tail
[10], the microtubule–myosin V
head interaction reported by Ali
et al. [1] was unknown. Further, the
head–microtubule interaction is
strong enough that in vitro it can
compete with the head–actin
interaction. In principle, this
diffusion along microtubules
could help molecules of myosin V
find — and bind to — microtubule-
bound cargos or kinesin molecules
[3]. Whether this microtubule
interaction also occurs in vivo
where there are additional effects
such as macromolecular crowding
is unknown, but this exciting
observation expands our idea of
what is possible. Certainly, future
experiments investigating transfer
of cargos from actin to
microtubules will be influenced
by these studies.

There is still much to do, but
these recent studies point to an
exciting new area of quantitative
biology that is working to span the
gap from single-molecule studies
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Figure 2. Models for filament switching.

(A) Model for a cargo switching, based on a tug-of-war situation between single mo-
tors: 1, motion along first filament; 2, a tug-of-war between motors, where each motor
has an even chance of winning; 3, the second motor wins, and the cargo switches. (B)
Like A, but for multiple motors: 1, multiple motors are engaged on the first filament; 2
and 3, these motors win in any competition. Kinetically, it is proposed that there is not
enough time for enough of the second group of motors to attach to the second filament
to provide a significant challenge to the first group. When multiple motors move the
cargo, it is hypothesized that the probability of switching decreases [6]. (C) The
work of Ali et al. [1] observed switching of individual myosin V motors at filament inter-
sections: 1, a myosin V molecule approaches an actin–actin intersection; 2, the motor’s
leading head binds the second filament; 3, the motor continues moving along the sec-
ond filament. (D) Direct observation of the advancing head [2] shows that it diffuses
and explores space, allowing it to find multiple binding sites on the second filament.
Left: diagram of a single step of one of the motor’s heads, seen from above. The
rear head (m) steps over the front head (f) and binds to the actin filament in front of
f; during the step the f head remains bound to the filament. Right: two models for
the path followed by the moving head. The starting (1) and ending (2) locations of
the moving head are indicated with blue arrows. The purple arrow indicates the posi-
tion of the fixed head. The work of Dunn and Spudich [2] supports model M1, where the
moving head diffuses (blue line), exploring space en route from location 1 to 2. Previ-
ously, model M2 had been proposed [7], where the advancing head closely followed
the actin filament.
to in vivo function. We may not be
there yet, but we’ll have a better
idea how to cross those roads
when we get to them!
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PLK1 Inhibitors:
Death Trap

Polo-like kinase 1 (Plk1) regulates
and has been implicated in the tran
the cytological and anti-tumor act
pharmacological inhibitor of Plk1,
to the bedside.

Simon Plyte1

and Andrea Musacchio2

In the time it takes you to read two
recent papers by Lenart et al. [1]
and Steegmaier et al. [2], several
thousand cells in your body will
have successfully undergone
mitosis, during which a mother cell
containing a replicated genome
divides into two (usually identical)
daughter cells. Mitosis involves
a superbly choreographed dance
whereby the mitotic spindle, one
of nature’s more beautiful
macromolecular structures, seeks,
captures, aligns, verifies and then
separates the chromosome
partners in a wonderfully elegant
process, orchestrated by several
protein kinases. The
circumstances for mitotic entry are
set by the ignition of a protein
kinase called Cdk1 (Figure 1A). The
Cdk1 engine keeps running until all
chromosomes have established
solid connections with the spindle.
At that point, the key is removed
from the engine (Cyclin B, the
Cdk1 activator, is degraded), an
event that promotes chromosome
partition and mitotic exit,
heralding the birth of two new
cells [3].

A mitotic cell swarms with
activity. Phenomena such as
chromosome condensation,
kinetochore and spindle assembly,
and the formation of microtubule
bundles stably connecting the
chromosomes to the spindle, all
occur within minutes and are
essential for the error-free partition
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Setting the Mitotic

mitotic progression in all eukaryotes
sformation of human cells. Analysis of
ivities of BI 2536, a novel, selective
has connected chemistry and biology

of the genetic material (Figure 1A).
Accuracy in these processes is
essential to maintain euploidy in
normal cells, and accordingly,
safety devices have developed to
monitor these events and ensure
their seamless execution [3].

The mitotic cell division process,
however, is a phase of vulnerability
not only for normal cells, but for
cancer cells, too. The papers from
Lenart et al. [1] and Steegmaier
et al. [2] provide a stunning
demonstration that as cancer
cells navigate their way through
mitosis, they are susceptible to an
ambush. The work is the fruit of an
academic-industrial collaboration
and describes the use of BI 2536,
a small-molecule inhibitor of
polo-like kinase 1 (Plk1), as an
analytical tool and potential cancer
theraputic. The studies delineate
some of the pleiotropic functions
attributed to Plk1 in mitosis and
demonstrate that inhibition of Plk1
function translates into significant
anti-tumor activity in vivo.

Like Cdk1, Plk1 is a protein
kinase [4], and as such utilizes ATP
to add phosphate groups onto
substrates, thereby potentially
influencing the activity, stability, or
subcellular localization of specific
protein targets. In the last fifteen
years, the pharmaceutical industry
has developed an obsessive
passion for the attenuation of
protein kinases, as these enzymes
are implicated in the control of
almost every biological process.
The ATP-binding pocket of protein
kinases represents an ideal site for
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the binding of small-molecule
inhibitors, and several classes of
ATP-mimetic compounds, of which
BI 2536 is an excellent example, are
being investigated for their
potential to inhibit a plethora of
protein kinases [5]. Besides
Cdk1 and Plk1, several other
mitotic kinases display their
regulatory influence on the
mitotic scene – most notably the
Aurora A and Aurora B kinases [6].
Both Plk1 and the Aurora kinases
have long been recognized as
potential targets for cancer
therapy, and numerous
small-molecule inhibitors of Aurora
kinases are currently undergoing
clinical development. It appears
that Polo-like kinase inhibitors
have now joined the race to
become blockbuster anti-cancer
drugs [7,8].

Understanding how these drugs
work to kill cells is very important.
For example, taxanes work by
preventing the depolymerization of
microtubules, and this, among
other things, prevents the
assembly of a functional mitotic
spindle, leading to cell death [9].
However, inhibition of microtubule
function is detrimental to several
cellular processes, including
axonal transport and cell
movement, and as a result there are
several mechanisms of cell death in
response to taxane treatment,
including apoptosis, mitotic
catastrophe, lytic necrosis, and
induced senescence. More
recently, inhibitors of Eg5, a kinesin
motor protein, have entered clinical
trials. These agents should disrupt
microtubule dynamics in
a mitosis-specific manner. The
mechanism of cell death here is
predominantly apoptotic and can
be induced rapidly from within
mitosis or after slippage into an
abnormal G1 phase by a
p53-dependent mechanism [9].
The first-generation Aurora
inhibitors are active against both
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